Photograph Date
c1953

Photographer
Photo Title
'Mr Zwiegers feeding blue crane chicks' at the
first Dept of Nature Conservation field station,
Jonkershoek. From Hey 1995:101

Photograph Date
1943

Photographer
Photo Title
'Jonkershoek hatchery, pond building on the
extension site', 1943. From Hey 1995:58

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
House, Jonkershoek extension area.
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Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Water channel, Jonkershoek extension area

Photograph Date
1938

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Jonkershoek extension area 1938 aerial photo.

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Daphnia breeding tanks, Jonkershoek extension
area.
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Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
View over dams eastward, Jonkershoek
extension area

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Stellenbosch University Aquaculture Research
Project, Jonkershoek extension area

Photograph Date
2000

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Jonkershoek extension area 2000 aerial
photograph
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Photograph Date
06/04

Photographer
Stewart Harris

Photo Title
View over dams westward towards poplar forest,
Jonkershoek extension area

Photograph Date
08/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Entrance to the Jonkershoek extension area off
the approach road to Assegaaibosch.

Photograph Date
Photographer
Photo Title
1933 plan of irrigation; irrigable areas hatched,
detail of cam3-2834
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Photograph Date
1980

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Jonkershoek extension area 1980 orthophoto

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Waterworks, Jonkershoek extension area.

Composite - Description
Visual Description
Large, leaf-shaped water meadow east of the approach road to Assegaaibosh and south of the Jonkershoek
Road, which curves down below the werf and then back up to the east of it, runs parallel with the river for a stretch
up to the Jonkershoek forestry gates, and then curves back down towards the river again. The shifting streams of
the Eerste River are its southern edge. Along the north western edge is a thick stand of poplars.
This area is the site of numerous ponds and dams for breeding fish and a complex network of furrows and
waterways to feed them. Three tributaries cross the area and feed the extensive waterworks. The werf stream is
channelled down its west side. Abdol's Kloof stream crosses it in a curve near the centre. Lambrecht's Kloof
stream crosses the eastern part.
There is a road along the bank above the river, which is a continuation of the road that runs through the picnic
area, now cut off by the fences of Okkie Jooste camp. There is a gate off Assegaaibosch approach road in the
west (photo 5), where the curve of the Eerste River has had to be retained with gabions (photo 6).
Above this road is a long row of dams (some now disused) which extends from the west to the centre of the area
(photos 7, 8). At the far western end, Stellenbosch University runs an Aquaculture Research Project in a pole and
shadecloth structure with associated tanks and water furrows (photos 9, 10). Below the road are disused tanks
used for breeding Daphnia for fish and waterfowl food (photo 11), and nearby are cement tanks and a small
building (photo 12).
Near the middle of the area there is a fork in the riverside road. A rough track continues next to the river, passes
a bridge over the Eerste River from a path through Assegaaibosch, and continues to the Circular Drive near
Swartbrug in the east (no access) The other branch of the road runs north east alongside a water channel (photo
13), to a simple house with double-pitched roof and west-facing verandah (photo 14). Around it are various exotic
trees. Beyond the house, a track to the south east is a remnant of an older road. There is another road to the
same building that branches down from Jonkershoek Road east of the werf, and runs through the poplar forest
and above the lower dams. Above this road are two large, level meadows. The eastern part of the extension area
is overgrown with thick bush and trees. From the aerial photos, there appear to have been more dams in this area,
which would have been fed by the Lambrecht's Kloof stream (not inspected).

Condition
17 October 2006
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Composite - History
History
Old, shifting history of the Eerste River. These lush water meadows may well have been cleared by the Khoi
before agricultural settlement. They were an important part of Jan de Jonker’s 1683 grant (see 1902 map in
Property) and, being so close to the werf and so easily irrigated, would have been farmed from the outset.
In the 1930s the old road along the north western edge of the meadows had a similar alignment to today’s route
(except for the bypass past the werf), but at the eastern end it followed a more southerly course, running down the
western side of Lambrecht's Kloof stream and joining the northern branch of the riverside road to the east of the
present house. This road continued onward to Swartbrug (see photos 3, 4).The southern road is not drawn on the
1902 map (probably because it was a private road). In the 1930s the extension area was irrigated fields. There
was a house east of Lambrecht's Kloof stream (there may be physical remains; not sought). The existing house
did not exist in 1938.
The fish-breeding station was established in 1943. Hey recounts that a policy for the development of inland
fisheries to their full potential led to the creation of a Department of Inland Fisheries by the Cape Provincial
Administration in 1943. As a result the Jonkershoek hatchery was enlarged, additional posts created and 8 ha of
land was acquired from the Department of Forestry. "A series of ponds and the necessary waterways and holding
tanks were constructed on this site by a local contractor, Mr Stoffel Smit, using teams of mules and dam scoops
which increased the productivity of the Jonkershoek Hatchery very considerably." (Hey 1995:57-8, photo 15). This
became known as the extension area. The Department bred various varieties of exotic fish, including trout, carp,
European perch and various kinds of bass, for stocking dams and rivers (many of which later proved damaging)
as well as experimenting with the propagation of indigenous fish, breeding clawed toads for medical experiments
and Daphnia for fish food.
The fish-breeding station became largely disused as Inland Fisheries became the Department of Nature
Conservation in 1952 and its activities changed and developed. Functional use of the facilities is now reduced to
the University of Stellenbosch Aquaculture Research Project on the west side of the ponds.
12 ha north of this area was the site of the first Nature Conservation field station for "research on the breeding
and management of wildlife and the propagation of indigenous flora . . . and the habits and habitat requirements of
the species concerned" which was established "on the banks of the Eerste River above the fish hatchery, . . .
acquired from the Department of Forestry in 1952." (Hey 1995:100, photo 16). "After the site had been cleared of
invasive alien vegetation and fenced, shelter belts and fodder crops were planted, using both indigenous and
introduced species [. . .] . Pasture crops [were] tested as food for game birds and antelope [. . .]. A small wild
flower nursery was established in the reserve as a pioneer endeavour to investigate the propagation of proteas
and ericas in particular.
A series of shallow ponds with interleading waterways was constructed and planted to provide both cover and
food for waterfowl. [. . .] Thanks to donations from interested farmers, by 1954 the wildlife on the site included five
species of small antelope, fifteen species of waterfowl and game birds, a flock of blue cranes and 85 species of
wild birds " We learned a great deal about the breeding of waterfowl and their habits and by 1956, were
successfully incubating and rearing some 9 species but it soon became apparent that the Jonkershoek station was
far too small. What was urgently needed was an experimental farm."

Associated People
Officials and employees of Cape Department of Inland Fisheries and Nature Conservation.

AssociatedEvents
Creation of Provincial Department of Inland Fisheries, 1943, and its activities thereafter (this was the precursor to
the Department of Nature Conservation, established 1952).
Establishment of first Nature Conservation field station for research, 1952.

References
See Property
Assegaaibosch Heritage Study, p 26.

Composite - Assessment
Significance Statement
This water meadow has probably been farmed from the earliest settlement here, and there may be traces of early
irrigation channels. Developed in 1943 as an extension to the trout hatchery, it is a "scientific archaeological" site
of significance which demonstrates fish breeding techniques of the time. In the 1950s part of it was the site of the
first Department of Nature Conservation research field station, It is associated with the history of the Cape
Department of Inland Fisheries, later Nature Conservation, now CapeNature, and its activities. Merits further study.

Significance Category
A, B, C, E, F, G, H

Proposed Grading
2 ( historic fJk fishery-nature conservation site)
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A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery
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Vulnerablilities
Underutilised.

Recommendations
Detailed heritage study and interpretation.

Official Grading

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch District

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek extension area

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/06.00

Photograph Date
Photographer
PhotoTitle

Objects - Description
Visual Description
See Composite. Objects in this area are numerous and highly complex (waterworks, buildings and
structures, landscape features, roads, etc.). Full heritage study of cultural landscape and all its features is
recommended.

Condition (short)
Architectural Style

Objects - History
History
Construction Date

Associated People

Associated Events
References
17 October 2006
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Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
highly sensitive area

Significance Category
Proposed Grading

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

many structures older 60 yrs
(s.34)

Recommendations
Full heritage study and further research necessary.

Composites (groups of clusters of heritage resources: sub-places and areas)
Property Name

Composite Name

Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch District

Behind Jonkershoek werf

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/07

landscape composite

Objects
none listed

Photograph Date
Photographer
Photo Title
Map attached to Water Court application, 1933,
showing irrigable land hatched; tributaries and
water furrows are highlighted in dark and light
blue. CAM3-2834
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Photograph Date
2000

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Behind the werf, colour aerial 2000

Photograph Date
1938

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
1938 aerial photo

Photograph Date
Photographer
CAM2-409

Photo Title
1902 map: Red blocks 17th century grants,
yellow lines early 19th c, pink dots roads.
Grey/black rivers.

Composite - Description
Visual Description
Immediately behind the werf is a slight valley where the stream that runs through the werf flows down the hill. This
area is presently overgrown with trees (particularly young poplars) and bush.

Condition
17 October 2006
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Composite - History
History
Some way behind the werf there was a single rectangular field granted in 1683.Running high above the werf is a
water furrow, marked on 1932 map CA M3 2834 (not sought). See photos 2, 3.

Associated People
See Property

AssociatedEvents
References
See Property

Composite - Assessment
Significance Statement
Part of the cultural landscape, this area was probably farmed from an early date and an old (possibly ancient)
irrigation furrow may still exist north of it - part of a system of furrows above the Jonkershoek lands.

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, C, D, E, F (furrow)

Proposed Grading
3 heritage area (s. 31)

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
Recommendations
Furrow should be sought and preserved if it still exists.

Official Grading

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Furrow is older than 60 years (s. 34)

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

Composites (groups of clusters of heritage resources: sub-places and areas)
Property Name

Composite Name

Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch District

Jonkershoek east field
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Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/08

landscape composite

Objects
none listed

Photograph Date
2000

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Jonkershoek east field, 2000 aerial

Photograph Date
Photographer
Photo Title
Detail of 1933 map cam3-2834 showing irrigable
lands around Jonkershoek werf, with tributaries
and water furrows highlighted. East field is
between the werf stream and Abdolskloof, centre
(marked Area A).

Photograph Date
1938

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Jonkershoek east field, 1938 aerial
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Composite - Description
Visual Description
Past the werf, Jonkershoek Road curves northwards around the extension area (02.15a/06). Above it is a gentle
bush-covered slope where there are now several modern forestry houses (not photographed). Beyond a track that
leads upward to more houses and the plantations, is an olive grove. Abdolskloof stream runs down the east edge
of the olives, in a band of trees.

Condition
Composite - History
History
Not granted in 1683 but its agriculturally attractive even slope (e.g. for wheat) suggests it was brought into use at
an early time. In 1938 the track was in place and the western part where the houses are now was part of the field.
There was an irrigation channel across the top of it which led water from high up Abdolskloof stream, east of the
field, to the stream west of it (photo 3, also seen on 1938 aerial, photo 2). The edge of the present plantations
follows the line of this furrow, which may still exist (not sought). The origin of the name Abdolskloof is not known,
but may be significant.

Associated People
AssociatedEvents
References
See Property

Composite - Assessment
Significance Statement
Part of the cultural landscape, this area was probably farmed from an early date and an old (possibly ancient)
irrigation furrow may still exist north of it - part of a system of furrows above the Jonkershoek lands.

Significance Category
A, C, D, E, F (furrow)

Proposed Grading
3 heritage area (s. 31)

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
Recommendations
Furrow should be sought and preserved if it still exists.

Official Grading

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Furrow is a structure older than 60
years (s. 34)

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource
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Composites (groups of clusters of heritage resources: sub-places and areas)
Property Name

Composite Name

Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch District

Jonkershoek east village

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/09

housing

Objects
houses

Photograph Date
Photographer
Photo Title
Detail of 1933 map cam3-2834 showing irrigable
lands around Jonkershoek werf, with tributaries
and water furrows highlighted. East village is
between Abdolskloof and Lambrecht's Kloof, R
of centre (Area A).

Photograph Date
Photographer
CAM2-409

Photo Title
1902 map: Red blocks 17th century grants,
yellow lines early 19th c, pink dots roads.
Grey/black rivers.
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Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Jonkershoek east village, street between the
houses.

Photograph Date
2000

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Jonkershoek east village, 2000 aerial

Photograph Date
1938

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Jonkershoek east village, 1938 aerial

Composite - Description
Visual Description
East of Abdolskloof is an olive grove with a contemporary house above it. Beyond it is a housing settlement. Once
a 'model village' of 16 sturdy brick houses arranged along two streets, with gardens in front and behind; now only
five of the old houses remain: two in the front row and three in the back -- where two contemporary houses have
been built as replacements (see Objects). Despite the gaps in the rows the village -- particularly the street
between the houses, which is lined with plane trees (photo 2) -- retains a strong, 'orderly' character. The gate to
Jonkershoek plantation and the tea room are just beyond the village, with a large parking area opposite (not
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photographed).

Condition
Composite - History
History
This area was part of the 1858 extension of the Jonkerhoek grant. Based on the grant diagram, the 1902 map
shows a branch in the old road and a 'wagen weg' heading north eastward across this area, to a point high up in
Heuningkloof.
The village does not appear on the 1933 irrigation maps and looks spanking new on the 1938 aerial photograph.
No archival references found. Probably staff houses for newly launched State-owned nature reserve and forest
station. At the same time, between 1933 and 1938 a new, direct road was made from the village to Swartbrug:
previously the road had curved downward and run west of Lambrecht's Kloof to join a road that ran through the
extension area to Swartbrug (see 02.15a/06). The 1933 irrigation map shows a water furrow above the village,
between the two streams, which is visible on the 1938 aerial photo. There is now a forestry road along the same
line, but remnants of the furrow may still exist (not sought).

Associated People
AssociatedEvents
References
See Property.

Composite - Assessment
Significance Statement
The 1930s model village is of historical, social and aesthetic importance: further study is needed and a moratorium
on demolition of the houses. An old (possibly ancient) irrigation furrow may still exist north of it - part of a system
of furrows above the Jonkershoek lands.

Significance Category
A, C, D, E, F (furrow), G

Proposed Grading
3 heritage area (s. 31)

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
Most of the old houses have already been demolished, although those that survive appear to be in fair condition.

Recommendations
Further study. No more demolition of old houses. Furrow should be sought and preserved if it still exists.

Official Grading

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Houses and furrow are older than 60
years (s. 34)

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch District

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek east village

East village houses

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/09.01

houses
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Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Typical house in east village (front row).

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Typical house in east village (back row).

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
One of two contemporary houses that have been
built in place of demolished 1930s houses.

Objects - Description
Visual Description
The five surviving houses are essentially the same: each has a double-pitched corrugated iron roof with
full-length extension at the back and verandah at the front, both continuous with the main roof but at a
lower pitch. The verandah roof has facebrick pillars and a plastered wall, with steps up to the off-centre
front door. Windows are 3x4 sashes.

Condition (short)
Fair

Architectural Style
17 October 2006
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Objects - History
History
See Composite. Built between 1933 and 1938

Construction Date

Associated People

Pre-1938

Associated Events
References

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
The five surviving 1930s housing units (of the original 16) are well-built examples of 1930s model
workers' housing, and have acquired rarity through the demolition of their neighbours. They are of
historical, aesthetic, social and cultural significance, associated with the development of State forestry
and/or nature conservation in the valley, and changing approaches to workers.

Significance Category
A, B, C, D, E, G

Proposed Grading
3 heritage register (s. 30)

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
11 of the 16 have already been demolished (reason unknown)

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

older than 60 years (S. 34)

Recommendations
Preservation. No more demolition. Further research, including oral history.

Composites (groups of clusters of heritage resources: sub-places and areas)
Property Name

Composite Name

Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch District

Jonkershoek far east field

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/10

landscape composite

Objects
none listed
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Photograph Date
Photographer
Photo Title
Detail of 1933 map cam3-2834 showing irrigable
lands around Jonkershoek werf, with tributaries
and water furrows highlighted. Far east field is
far right, east of Lambrecht's Kloof stream.

Photograph Date
Photographer
Photo Title
Far east field, detail of 1932 map attached to
Water Court application.

Photograph Date
1938

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Jonkershoek far east field, 1938 aerial. Note
furrow at top of field, small house in fork of road.
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